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THE HILBERT SERIES OF HODGE IDEALS OF HYPERPLANE

ARRANGEMENTS

BRADLEY DIRKS AND MIRCEA MUSTAŢĂ

Abstract. Given a reduced effective divisor D on a smooth variety X, we describe the
generating function for the classes of the Hodge ideals of D in the Grothendieck group of

coherent sheaves on X in terms of the motivic Chern class of the complement of the support

of D. As an application, we compute the generating function for the Hilbert series of Hodge
ideals of a hyperplane arrangement in terms of the Poincaré polynomial of the arrangement.

1. Introduction

Let X be a smooth complex algebraic variety and D a reduced effective divisor on X. By
making use of Saito’s theory of mixed Hodge modules [Sai90], one can attach to D a sequence
of ideals, the Hodge ideals Ip(D) for p ≥ 0, that have been systematically studied in [MP19b].
The first ideal I0(D) is the multiplier ideal I

(
(1− ε)D

)
, for 0 < ε� 1 and the higher ideals can

be viewed as similar but more refined measures of the singularities of D. In this note we focus
on the classes of the Hodge ideals in the Grothendieck group K0(X) of coherent sheaves on X,
as encoded in the generating function

∑
p≥0

[
Ip(D)

]
yp ∈ K0(X)[[y]].

Our main observation is that this generating function can be described in terms of the motivic
Chern class of the inclusion j : U ↪→ X, where U is the complement of the support of D. Recall
that Brasselet, Schürmann, and Yokura introduced in [BSY10] this motivic Chern class, which
is a group homomorphism

mCy : K0(Var/X)→ K0(X)[y],

where K0(Var/X) is the Grothendieck group of varieties over X. The motivic Chern class is
uniquely characterized by the fact that it commutes with push-forward with respect to proper
morphisms and that it satisfies a normalization condition, given by its value on the identity map
of a smooth variety. The existence of the transformation can be easily deduced from Bittner’s
presentation [Bit04] of K0(Var/X) via blow-up relations. For us, it is important that there is an
explicit description of the transformation via mixed Hodge modules: given a variety f : Y → X
over X, the motivic Chern class of f can be described via the (de Rham complex associated
to the) object f!Q

H
Y in the derived category of mixed Hodge modules on X. On the other

hand, the Hodge ideals of D describe the Hodge filtration on j∗Q
H
U [n], where n = dim(X), and

duality allows us to relate the graded objects associated to the de Rham complexes of j!Q
H
U and

j∗Q
H
U [n]. This allows us to write down

∑
p≥0

[
Ip(D)

]
yp in terms of mCy

(
[U ↪→ Y ]). For the

precise statement, see Theorem 4.3.
When we are in the presence of a group action, it is convenient to take this into account.

There is an equivariant version of the motivic Chern class and this has been computed in many
interesting cases (see for example [AMSS19] and [FRW18]). If G is a linear algebraic group
acting on X and the divisor D is G-invariant, then the ideals Ip(D) are preserved by the G-
action and we may consider their classes in the Grothendieck group KG

0 (X) of G-equivariant
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coherent sheaves on X. Our formula for the generating function of the Hodge ideals holds more
generally in this equivariant setting, using the equivariant motivic Chern class.

Our main application in this paper is to the case when X = V is a complex vector space
and D = DA is the divisor corresponding to an arrangement A of linear hyperplanes in X. We
consider the standard action of T = C∗ on X, so that describing Ip(DA) in KT

0 (V ) is equivalent
to describing the Hilbert series HIp(DA)(t) of Ip(DA). Since the equivariant motivic Chern class
is easy to compute in this setting, we obtain the following description of the generating function
of the Hilbert series HIp(DA) in terms of the Poincaré polynomial π(A, x) of the arrangement.

Theorem 1.1. If A is a central hyperplane arrangement of d hyperplanes in an n-dimensional
complex vector space V and if DA =

∑
H∈AH, then∑

p≥0

HIp(DA)(t)y
p =

td

(1− t)n(1− tdy)
· π
(
A, (1− t)/t(1− td−1y)

)
.

By letting y = 0 in the above theorem and recalling the identification of I0(D) with a multiplier
ideal, we obtain the following

Corollary 1.2. If A is a central hyperplane arrangement of d hyperplanes in an n-dimensional
complex vector space V and if DA =

∑
H∈AH, then the Hilbert series of the multiplier ideal

I = I
(
(1− ε)DA

)
, with 0 < ε� 1, is given by

HI(t) =
td

(1− t)n
· π(A, t−1 − 1).

We note that all multiplier ideals of a hyperplane arrangement A admit an explicit geometric
description as intersections of suitable powers of the ideals defining various intersections of
hyperplanes in A (see [Mus06] and [Tei08]). However, it is not clear to us how to recover the
formula in Corollary 1.2 from this description.

It is an interesting question whether there is a generalization of the above results to rational
coefficients. Recall that one can define more generally Hodge ideals Ip(αD) for positive rational
numbers α (see [MP19a]) and it is thus natural to investigate generating functions of the form∑
p≥0

[
Ip(αD)

]
yp. The methods in this paper easily extend (at least, in the case when D is

defined by a global equation) to describe this generating function in terms of the equivariant
motivic Chern class of a suitable étale cyclic cover of the complement of the support of D.
However, in the case of a hyperplane arrangement, computing the motivic Chern class of this
cover seems to require a new idea.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we set up some notation and review some basic
facts about equivariant Grothendieck groups. In Section 3 we discuss the motivic Chern class,
following [BSY10], especially its description via mixed Hodge module theory. We also discuss
the equivariant case, which makes use of Achar’s construction of an equivariant derived category
of mixed Hodge modules [Ach13]. In Section 4 we prove the formula relating the generating
function for the classes of the Hodge ideals in the Grothendieck group and the motivic Chern
class. We then turn to the setting of hyperplane arrangements. After reviewing the description of
the C∗-equivariant Grothendieck group on the affine space in Section 5, we compute in Section
6 the equivariant motivic Chern class of the complement of the arrangement and deduce the
results in Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. In the last section we discuss an easy example,
that of a hyperplane arrangement consisting of coordinate hyperplanes, in which we give a
direct computation of the Hilbert series of the Hodge ideals to recover the formula obtained via
Theorem 1.1.
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2. Equivariant Grothendieck groups

In this section we set up some notation and review basic facts about equivariant Grothendieck
groups of algebraic varieties first, and then about Grothendieck groups of equivariant sheaves.
We only consider complex algebraic varieties, by which we mean reduced, separated schemes
of finite type over C, not necessarily irreducible. Let G be a linear (that is, affine) algebraic
group. A G-variety is a variety X with an algebraic action of G and a morphism of G-varieties is
assumed to be an equivariant morphism. Given a G-variety X, a G-variety over X is a G-variety
Y , with a morphism of G-varieties f : Y → X.

Given aG-varietyX, the Grothendieck group of G-varieties over X is the quotientKG
0 (Var/X)

of the free Abelian group on isomorphism classes of G-varieties over X, modulo the cut-and-paste
relations

[Y → X] = [Z → X] + [U → X],

for a G-variety Y over X, a G-invariant closed subvariety Z of Y , and U = Y r Z. In fact,
this has a ring structure induced by the fiber product of varieties over X, with the induced
G-action. If f : X ′ → X is a morphism of G-varieties, then every G-variety over X ′ has an
induced structure of G-variety over X and we get in this way a morphism of Abelian groups

f! : K
G
0 (Var/X ′)→ KG

0 (Var/X).

If G = {1}, then we simply write K0(Var/X) for KG
0 (Var/X).

We next turn to the definitions concerning the Grothendieck groups of equivariant sheaves on
X. For more details about equivariant K-theory, see [Tho87]. Given a G-variety X, an equivari-
ant coherent sheaf on X is a coherent sheaf F , together with an isomorphism θ∗(F) ' p∗2(F),
where θ : G × X → X is the action and p2 : G × X → X is the projection (moreover, this iso-
morphism is supposed to satisfy an obvious cocycle condition). In particular, we can consider
equivariant locally free sheaves on X. We have an obvious notion of equivariant morphism of
coherent sheaves.

The Grothendieck group of equivariant coherent sheaves on X is the quotient KG
0 (X) of the

free Abelian group on isomorphism classes of equivariant coherent sheaves, modulo the relations

[F ′]− [F ] + [F ′′] = 0,

where
0→ F ′ → F → F ′′ → 0

is a short exact sequence of equivariant coherent sheaves on X. If we replace “equivariant coher-
ent sheaves” by “equivariant locally free sheaves”, we obtain the Grothendieck ring K0

G(X) of
equivariant locally free sheaves on X. This is indeed a commutative ring, with the product in-
duced by tensor product and the multiplicative identity given by the structure sheaf. If G = {1},
then we simply write K0(X) and K0(X), respectively, for KG

0 (X) and K0
G(X).

Note also that the tensor product makes KG
0 (X) a module over K0

G(X). By mapping the
class of an equivariant locally free sheaf to itself, viewed as an equivariant coherent sheaf, we get
a morphism of K0

G(X)-modules

K0
G(X)→ KG

0 (X).

If f : Y → X is a morphism of G-varieties, then by pulling-back equivariant locally free sheaves
we obtain a ring homomorphism

f∗ : K0
G(X)→ K0

G(Y ).
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If f is proper, then we also have a group homomorphism

KG
0 (Y )→ KG

0 (X), [F ]→
∑
i≥0

(−1)i
[
Rif∗(F)

]
.

For a G-variety X, we will also consider the Abelian group KG
0 ((y)) of Laurent power series

with coefficients in KG
0 (X). This has a natural module structure over the ring K0

G((y)). We can
similarly consider KG

0 ((y−1)) and K0
G((y−1)).

Let X be a fixed G-variety. For an equivariant locally free sheaf E on X, of rank r, we put

λy(E) :=

r∑
i=0

[∧iE ]yi ∈ K0
G(X)[y].

It is easy to check (and well-known) that if we have a short exact sequence of equivariant locally
free sheaves

(1) 0→ E ′ → E → E ′′ → 0,

then

(2) λy(E) = λy(E1) · λy(E2).

Similarly, for every equivariant locally free sheaf E on X, we put

sy(E) :=
∑
i≥0

(−1)i[Symi(E)]yi ∈ K0
G((y)).

Again, it is easy to see that given a short exact sequence (1), we have

(3) sy(E) = sy(E1) · sy(E2).

Lemma 2.1. For a G-variety X and an equivariant, locally free sheaf E of rank r on X, the
following hold:

i) The inverse of λy(E) in K0
G(X)[[y]] is given by sy(E).

ii) The inverse of λy−1(E) in K0
G(X)((y)) is given by

[det(E)−1]yrsy(E∨).

Proof. Note first that the assertion in i) holds if E = L is a line bundle: in this case

λy(L) = 1 + [L]y,

whose inverse is ∑
i≥0

(−1)i[Li]yi = sy(L).

We then deduce using (2) and (3) that i) holds if E admits a filtration whose successive quotients
are equivariant line bundles. The general case follows since there is a morphism of G-varieties

f : Z̃ → Z such that the induced ring homomorphism f∗ : K0(Z)→ K0(Z̃) is injective and such
that f∗(E) has a filtration whose successive quotients are equivariant line bundles (for example,
f can be taken a composition of suitable projective bundles).

Note now that if E is a locally free sheaf of rank r, then for every i, with 0 ≤ i ≤ r, we have

∧r−iE ' ∧iE∨ ⊗OX
det(E).

Therefore we can write

λy−1(E) = y−r ·
r∑
i=0

[∧iE ]yr−i = y−r ·
r∑
i=0

[∧r−iE ]yi = [det(E)]y−r · λy(E∨).

By i), the inverse of λy−1(E) in K0
G(X)((y)) is then given by [det(E)−1]yrsy(E∨). �
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3. The motivic Chern class

In this section we review the definition of the motivic Chern class and its description via Saito’s
theory of mixed Hodge modules. For the sake of exposition, we first discuss the case when we
do not have a group action, following [BSY10], and then explain the equivariant version.

For a variety X, the motivic Chern class of Brasselet, Schürmann, and Yokura is a group
homomorphism

mCy : K0(Var/X)→ K0(X)[y]

(this homomorphism was denoted mC∗ in [BSY10], but we prefer the notation mCy since it is
easy to adapt to a change of variable). Recall that if f : X ′ → X is a proper morphism, then
we have an induced morphism of Abelian groups f∗ : K0(X ′)→ K0(X) and we extend this to a
morphism of Abelian groups f∗ : K0(X ′)[y]→ K0(X)[y] that maps

∑
i αiy

i to
∑
i f∗(αi)y

i.
With this notation, the motivic Chern class is uniquely characterized by the following two

properties:

1) If X is smooth and irreducible, of dimension n, then1

mCy(
[
idX ]

)
= λy(ΩX).

2) Functoriality with respect to push-forward via proper morphisms: if f : X ′ → X is a
proper morphism of algebraic varieties, then we have a commutative diagram

K0(Var/X ′)
f! //

mCy

��

K0(Var/X)

mCy

��
K0(X ′)[y]

f∗ // K0(X)[y].

It is easy to see, using resolution of singularities, that for every X, the Abelian group
K0(Var/X) is generated by [Y → X], with Y a smooth, irreducible variety, and the morphism
Y → X proper. This immediately implies that there is at most one transformation mCy that
satisfies 1) and 2) above. Existence can be proved using Bittner’s presentation [Bit04] in terms
of blow-up relations. However, for us it will be useful to have (at least, when X is smooth)
the explicit description of the motivic Chern class via the Grothendieck group of mixed Hodge
modules, which we now recall.

Saito constructed in [Sai90], for every complex algebraic variety X, an Abelian category
MHM(X) consisting of mixed Hodge modules. The corresponding bounded derived category
Db
(
MHM(X)

)
enjoys a six-functor formalism. If X is smooth, then a mixed Hodge module

consists of a DX -module2 M, where DX is the sheaf of differential operators on X, together
with a good filtration F• on M (the Hodge filtration), compatible with the filtration on DX
by order of differential operators; moreover, there is also a rational structure and a weight
filtration, but these will not play a role in what follows. We will say that (M, F•M) underlies
the corresponding mixed Hodge module. This data is furthermore supposed to satisfy a complex
set of conditions.

Every algebraic variety X carries an object QH
X ∈ Db

(
MHM(X)

)
. If X is smooth, irreducible,

of dimension n, then the shift QH
X [n] is a mixed (in fact, pure) Hodge module, with underlying

filtered DX -module (OX , F•OX), such that GrFp OX = 0 for p 6= 0.

1We make a slight abuse of notation, by denoting λy(ΩX) ∈ K0(X)[y] and its image in K0(X)[y] via the

canonical map K0(X)[y] → K0(X)[y] in the same way.
2In what follows, we always consider left DX -modules.
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Recall that if M is a mixed Hodge module on the smooth, irreducible variety X, of dimension
n, with underlying filtered DX -module (M, F•M), then the de Rham complex DRX(M) is the
filtered complex

(4) 0→M→ Ω1
X ⊗OX

M→ . . .→ ΩnX ⊗OX
M→ 0,

placed in cohomological degrees −n, . . . , 0. The pth graded piece GrFp DRX(M) is the complex
of coherent OX -modules

(5) 0→ GrFp (M)→ Ω1
X ⊗OX

GrFp+1(M)→ . . .→ ΩnX ⊗OX
GrFp+n(M)→ 0.

Note that if M = QH
X [n], then DRX(M) is the usual algebraic De Rham complex of X (but

placed in degrees −n, . . . , 0) and

(6) GrF−pDRX

(
QH
X [n]

)
= ΩpX [n− p].

The above definition extends to give exact functors

GrFp : Db
(
MHM(X)

)
→ Db

coh(X),

where on the right-hand side we have the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on X.
For every variety X, we consider the Grothendieck group K0

(
MHM(X)

)
of the Abelian cate-

gory MHM(X). This is canonically identified with the Grothendieck group K0

(
Db(MHM(X))

)
of the corresponding derived category, with the isomorphism

K0

(
MHM(X)

)
→ K0

(
Db(MHM(X))

)
induced by the embedding

MHM(X) ↪→ Db
(
MHM(X)

)
,

and whose inverse maps [C•] to
∑
i∈Z(−1)i[Hi(C•)]. From now on, we tacitly use this identifi-

cation.

Remark 3.1. Note that if [−] is the usual translation functor in a derived category, then it follows
from the formula for the above identification that for every C• ∈ Db

(
MHM(X)

)
, if α is the class

of C• in K0
(
MHM(X)

)
, then the class of C•[m] is (−1)mα.

For a proper morphism f : X → Y , the functor f∗ = f! : D
b
(
MHM(X)

)
→ Db

(
MHM(Y )

)
induces a morphism of Abelian groups

f∗ : K0

(
MHM(X)

)
→ K0

(
MHM(Y )

)
.

If g : Y → Z is another proper morphism, then we have

(g ◦ f)∗ = g∗ ◦ f∗ : K0

(
MHM(X)

)
→ K0

(
MHM(Z)

)
.

For every complex algebraic variety X, we have a morphism of Abelian groups

χHdg : K0(Var/X)→ K0

(
MHM(X)

)
that maps the class of f : Y → X to the class of f!(Q

H
Y ). For the fact that this is well-defined, see

[BSY10, Section 4]. It is clear that this is compatible with push-forward via proper morphisms:
if f : X ′ → X is such a morphism, then we have a commutative diagram

K0(Var/X ′)
f! //

χHdg

��

K0(Var/X)

χHdg

��
K0

(
MHM(X ′)

) f∗=f! // K0

(
MHM(X)

)
.
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Suppose now that X is a smooth irreducible variety. We have a morphism of Abelian groups

mHy : K0

(
MHM(X)

)
→ K0(X)[y, y−1]

which to the class of a mixed Hodge module M associates∑
p∈Z

[
GrF−pDRX(M)

]
(−y)p =

∑
p,i∈Z

(−1)i
[
HiGrF−pDRX(M)

]
(−y)p.

This makes sense since GrF−pDRX(M) is exact for all but finitely many p and it is well-defined
since morphisms of mixed Hodge modules are strict with respect to the Hodge (and also the
weight) filtration. For details, see [BSY10, Section 4]. It is a consequence of Saito’s result
concerning the behavior of the de Rham complex with respect to proper push-forwards that this
transformation is compatible with proper push-forward; more precisely, if f : X ′ → X is a proper
morphism of smooth varieties, then we have a commutative diagram

K0

(
MHM(X ′)

) f∗ //

mHy

��

K0

(
MHM(X)

)
mHy

��
K0(X ′)[y, y−1]

f∗ // K0(X)[y, y−1].

It is then easy to see that we have

(7) mCy = mHy ◦ χHdg : K0(Var/X)→ K0(X)[y, y−1].

Indeed, since both transformations commute with push-forward by proper maps and since
K0(Var/X) is generated by classes of proper morphisms Y → X, with Y smooth and irre-
ducible, it is enough to check that if Y is a smooth, irreducible variety, of dimension n, then

mHy(QH
Y ) =

n∑
p=0

[ΩpY ]yp.

This follows from the definition of mHy and formula (6):

mHy(QH
Y ) = (−1)n ·mHy

(
QH
Y [n]

)
= (−1)n ·

∑
p∈Z

[ΩpY ] · (−1)n−p(−y)p =

n∑
p=0

[ΩpY ]yp.

Remark 3.2. Recall that on mixed Hodge modules we have the operation of Tate twisting. Given
a mixed Hodge module M with underlying filtered DX -module (M, F•M), the mixed Hodge
module M(`) has underlying filtered DX -module (M, F•−`M). This implies that for every j we
have

GrF−pDRX

(
M(`)

)
= GrF−p−`DRX(M),

and thus

(8) mHy

(
M(`)

)
= (−y)−` ·mHy(M).

We also note that for every morphism f : X → Y , the induced morphism

f∗ : Db
(
MHM(X)

)
→ Db

(
MHM(Y )

)
commutes with Tate twists.

Finally, we need to recall the behavior of the transformation mHy with respect to duality.
For every complex algebraic variety X, we have the contravariant duality functor

D : Db
(
MHM(X)

)
→ Db

(
MHM(X)

)
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and an induced morphism of Abelian groups D : K0

(
MHM(X)

)
→ K0

(
MHM(X)

)
. The duality

functor satisfies the following properties: we have a natural equivalence of functors

(9) D ◦D ' Id on Db
(
MHM(X)

)
and if f : X → Y is a morphism of smooth algebraic varieties, then we have a natural equivalence
of functors

(10) D ◦ f! ' f∗ ◦D on Db
(
MHM(X)

)
.

Duality exhibits the following behavior with respect to Tate twists:

D
(
u(m)

)
'
(
D(u))(−m) for every u ∈ Db

(
MHM(X)

)
,m ∈ Z.

We thus deduce using the last assertion in Remark 3.2 and the equivalences (9) and (10) that
for every morphism f : X → Y , the functor f! : D

b
(
MHM(X)

)
→ Db

(
MHM(Y )

)
commutes with

Tate twists.
Another key property of the duality functor is the following: if X is smooth, then for every p

and every M ∈ Db
(
MHM(X)

)
, there is a canonical isomorphism

GrF−pDRX(DM) ' RHom
(
GrFp DRX(M), ωX [n]

)
,

where n = dim(X) and ωX = ΩnX (see [Sai88, Section 2.4] and also [Sch16, Lemma 8.4]).
Consider the morphism of Abelian groups ϕ : K0(X)[y, y−1] → K0(X)[y, y−1] that maps [F ]yi

to
[
RHom(F , ωX [n])

]
y−i (which is equal to (−1)n[F∨⊗OX

ωX ]y−i, where F∨ is the dual of F ,
if F is locally free). With this notation, we see that

(11) mHy ◦D = ϕ ◦mHy on K0

(
MHM(X)

)
(see [Sch11, Corollary 5.19] for details).

We next turn to the equivariant setting. Suppose that G is a linear algebraic group and X is
a G-variety. In this case one can define an equivariant version of the motivic Chern class

mCGy : KG
0 (Var/X)→ KG

0 (X)[y].

This is again characterized by the fact that it commutes with proper push-forward and if X is
a smooth irreducible G-variety, then

(12) mCGy
(
[idX ]

)
= λy(ΩX) ∈ KG

0 (X)[y].

Existence can be again proved via an equivariant version of Bittner’s presentation of the
Grothendieck group of varieties over X (see [AMSS19] and [FRW18]). For our purpose, however,
it is more important to have the description via mixed Hodge modules.

Dealing with mixed Hodge modules in the equivariant setting is more subtle, but fortunately
the details have been worked out by Achar [Ach13]. Suppose that X is a G-variety. The
definition of an equivariant mixed Hodge module on X parallels that of an equivariant coherent
sheaf: it is a mixed Hodge module M , together with an isomorphism of mixed Hodge modules
θ∗(M) ' p∗2(M), that satisfies the cocycle condition. In this way we obtain the Abelian category
MHMG(X) and the corresponding Grothendieck group K0

(
MHMG(X)

)
.

The subtlety is that in the equivariant setting, in order to have a 6-functor formalism, one
can’t simply consider the derived category of MHMG(X) (this issue also arises when constructing
the derived category of equivariant coherent sheaves and it is addressed in [BL94]). Inspired by
the construction in loc. cit., Achar constructs a triangulated category Db

G(X), together with a
bounded nondegenerate t-structure, whose heart is MHMG(X). In particular, the embedding
MHMG(X) ↪→ Db

G(X) induces a canonical isomorphism of Grothendieck groups

K0

(
MHMG(X)

)
' K0

(
Db
G(X)

)
.
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For smooth varieties, the category Db
G(X) enjoys the same 6-functor formalism as Db

(
MHM(X)

)
in the non-equivariant case.

We now turn to equivariant motivic Chern classes (we are grateful to J. Schürmann for
explaining to us some of the issues that arise in this setting). For every smooth G-variety X, we
have a group homomorphism

χGHdg : KG
0

(
Var/X)→ K0

(
MHMG(X)

)
.

In order to define this, we follow the approach in [AMSS19, Chapter 4] and note first that if
KG

0 (Sm/X) is the Grothendieck group of G-varieties Y → X over X, with Y smooth, then the
natural morphism

KG
0 (Sm/X)→ KG

0 (Var/X)

is an isomorphism, with the inverse map taking

[Y → X] to

r∑
i=1

[Yi → X],

where Y =
⊔r
i=1 Yi is a disjoint union of G-invariant smooth locally closed subsets (the existence

of such a decomposition follows easily by induction on dimension using the fact that the smooth
locus of Y is G-invariant). The map χGHdg then sends the the class of f : Y → X in K0

G(Sm/X) to

the element of K0

(
MHMG(X)

)
corresponding to f!Q

H
Y ; note that in this case QH

Y is an element

of Db
G(Y ). The basic properties of f! for morphisms between smooth varieties guarantee that

this is well-defined and commutes with proper push-forward.
Suppose now that X is a smooth G-variety and M is an equivariant mixed Hodge module on

X. In this case each complex GrFp DRX(M) is a complex of equivariant coherent sheaves on X.
We thus obtain a group homomorphism

mHG
y : K0

(
MHMG(X)

)
→ KG

0 (X)[y, y−1]

that maps [M ] to ∑
p∈Z

[
GrF−pDRX(M)

]
(−y)p ∈ KG

0 (X)[y, y−1].

In order to show that this commutes with proper push-forward, one could argue as follows.
First, using Chow’s lemma and resolution of singularities, we see that it is enough to consider
projective morphisms. By suitably factoring the morphism, we can further see that it is enough
to treat separately the case of a closed immersion and that of a projection X ×Pn → X. Each
case then can be treated as in the proof of [PS13, Theorem 2.4].

We thus deduce that for every smooth G-variety X, we have mCGy = mHG
y ◦ χGHdg on

K0
G(Var/X); indeed, this follows from the fact that both sides commute with proper push-

forward and take the same value on 1X for every X as above. Finally, we also need a version of
(11) in the equivariant setting. In fact, we will only need the corresponding equality on elements
in the image of χGHdg (and on Tate twists of such elements). Checking the equality on χGHdg

(
[idX ]

)
is easy, using the definition. By using the compatibility of Grothendieck duality with proper
push-forward in the equivariant setting (see [Has09, Theorem 25.2]), we deduce that the equality
in (11) holds on elements in the image of χGHdg : KG

0 (Var/X) → K0

(
MHMG(X)

)
, whenever X

is a smooth G-variety (recall that KG
0 (Var/X) is generated by classes of proper morphisms of

G-varieties Y → X, with Y smooth). Of course, then the equality also holds also on Tate twists
of elements in the image of χGHdg.
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4. Motivic Chern class and Hodge ideals

LetG be a linear algebraic group andX a smooth, irreducibleG-variety, of dimension n. Given
a reduced, G-invariant, effective divisor D in X, we consider the open immersion j : U ↪→ X,
where U is the complement of the support of D. Our goal in this section is to relate the motivic
Chern class of j to the generating function describing the classes of the Hodge ideals of D in the
equivariant Grothendieck group KG

0 (X).
Recall that the push-forward j∗Q

H
U [n] is a mixed Hodge module, whose underlying DX -module

is
OX(∗D) =

⋃
p≥0

OX(pD).

The Hodge filtration F•OX(∗D) satisfies FpOX(∗D) = 0 for p < 0 and

FpOX(∗D) ⊆ OX
(
(p+ 1)D

)
for p ≥ 0.

The Hodge ideals Ip(D) are characterized by

FpOX(∗D) = Ip(D) · OX
(
(p+ 1)D

)
.

For details about this setup, see [MP19b].
Since we assume that D is a G-invariant divisor, it follows that in our case j∗Q

H
U [n] has a

natural structure of equivariant mixed Hodge module. In this case, the Hodge ideals Ip(D) are
equivariant sheaves and we are interested in their classes in KG

0 (X).
The following result allows us to relate the motivic Chern class of the inclusion U ↪→ X

with the Hodge filtration on OX(∗D). We consider the equivariant version of the morphism of
Abelian groups discussed in the previous section:

ϕ : KG
0 (X)[y, y−1]→ KG

0 (X)[y, y−1], [F ]yi →
[
RHom(F , ωX [n])

]
y−i.

Proposition 4.1. With the above notation, we have

mHG
y

(
j∗Q

H
U [n]

)
= yn · ϕ

(
mCGy (U ↪→ X)

)
.

Proof. The key point is that QH
U [n] is a pure Hodge module of weight n. The choice of a

polarization thus gives an isomorphism

D
(
QH
U [n]

)
' QH

U [n](n).

On the other hand, using (9) and (10), we see that OX(∗D) is the filtered DX -module underlying

j∗Q
H
U [n] ' j∗DD

(
QH
U [n]

)
' Dj!

(
QH
U [n](n)

)
.

If we apply mHG
y , we deduce using (11) that

mHG
y

(
j∗Q

H
U [n]

)
= ϕ

(
mHG

y ((j!Q
H
U )[n](n))

)
and we conclude using (7), (8), and χGHdg(U ↪→ X) = j!Q

H
U that

mHG
y

(
j∗Q

H
U [n]

)
= (−1)nϕ

(
(−y)−n ·mCGy (U ↪→ X)

)
= yn · ϕ

(
mCGy (U ↪→ X)

)
.

This completes the proof of the proposition. �

It is convenient to also have the following invariant that records directly the classes in KG
0 (X)

of the graded pieces in the Hodge filtration of an equivariant mixed Hodge module. If X is a
smooth irreducible variety of dimension n and if (M, F•M) is the filtered DX -module underlying
an equivariant mixed Hodge module M , then we put

χGy (M) :=
∑
p∈Z

[
GrFp (M)

]
yp ∈ KG

0 (X)((y)).
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Note that χGy (M) is a Laurent power series in y since FpM = 0 for p� 0.

Proposition 4.2. If X is a smooth irreducible G-variety of dimension n, then for every equi-
variant mixed Hodge module M , we have in KG

0 (X)((y)) the equality

χG−y(M) = [ω−1
X ](−y)nsy(TX) ·mHG

y−1(M),

where TX is the tangent sheaf of X.

Proof. It follows from the definition of mHG
y (M) that we can write in KG

0 (X)((y−1))

mHG
y (M) =

∑
p∈Z

[GrF−pDRX(M)](−y)p =
∑
p∈Z

n∑
i=0

(−1)n+i[ΩiX ] ·
[
GrF−p+i(M)

]
(−y)p

= (−1)n ·

(
n∑
i=0

[ΩiX ]yi

)
·

∑
q∈Z

[
GrFq (M)](−y)−q

 = (−1)nλy(Ω1
X) · χG−y−1(M).

After replacing y by y−1 we obtain in KG
0 (X)((y)) the equality

mHG
y−1(M) = (−1)nλy−1(Ω1

X) · χG−y(M).

We multiply both sides by [ω−1
X ](−y)nsy(TX), and using the assertion in Lemma 2.1 ii), we

conclude
[ω−1
X ](−y)nsy(TX) ·mHG

y−1(M) = χG−y(M).

This completes the proof of the proposition. �

By combining Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, we obtain the formula for the generating function for
the classes of Hodge ideals.

Theorem 4.3. Let X be a smooth irreducible n-dimensional G-variety. If D is a G-invariant
reduced effective divisor on X and U = X r Supp(D), then we have the following equality in
KG

0 (X)((y))∑
p≥0

[Ip(D)]yp = (−1)na[ω−1
X ](1− ay)−1s−ay(TX) · ϕ

(
mCG−a−1y−1(U ↪→ X)

)
,

where a = [OX(−D)] ∈ K0
G(X).

Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let us write

L(y) :=
∑
p≥0

[Ip(D)]yp ∈ KG
0 (X)((y)).

Note that by combining Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, we obtain

χG−y
(
j∗Q

H
U [n]

)
= [ω−1

X ](−y)nsy(TX) ·mHG
y−1

(
j∗Q

H
U [n]

)
= (−1)n[ω−1

X ]sy(TX) · ϕ
(
mCGy−1(U ↪→ X)

)
.

On the other hand, since

GrpOX(∗D) = FpOX(∗D)/Fp−1OX(∗D)

and
FpOX(∗D) ' Ip(D)⊗OX

OX
(
(p+ 1)D

)
,

it follows that if we put b = a−1 = [OX(D)] ∈ K0
G(X), then

χG−y
(
j∗Q

H
U [n]

)
=
∑
p≥0

bp+1[Ip(D)](−y)p −
∑
p≥0

bp+1[Ip(D)](−y)p+1
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= bL(−by) + byL(−by) = b(1 + y)L(−by).

We thus conclude that

L(−by) = (−1)na[ω−1
X ](1 + y)−1sy(TX) · ϕ

(
mCGy−1(U ↪→ X)

)
.

After replacing y by −ay, we obtain the formula in the theorem. �

5. The C∗-equivariant Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on an affine
space

In this section we review the well-known description of the Grothendieck group KT
0 (An)

of C∗-equivariant sheaves on An via Hilbert functions. On the complex affine space An, we
consider the standard action of T = C∗, given by

λ · (u1, . . . , un) = (λu1, . . . , λun).

In this case, the category of T -equivariant coherent sheaves on An is equivalent to the category
of finitely generated Z-graded S-modules, where S = C[x1, . . . , xn], with the standard grading.
Recall that for a Z-graded S-module M and for q ∈ Z, the graded S-module M(q) has the same
underlying S-module, but M(q)j = Mq+j .

Given a finitely generated Z-graded module M = ⊕j∈ZMj , we consider its Hilbert series

HM (t) =
∑
j∈Z

dimC(Mj)t
j ∈ Z((t)).

Note first that if
0→M ′ →M →M ′′ → 0

is a short exact sequence of finitely generated graded S-modules, then HM (t) = HM ′(t)+HM ′′(t).
By mapping the class [M ] of M to HM (t), we obtain a group homomorphism

KT
0 (An)→ Z((t)).

Proposition 5.1. By mapping [M ] to (1− t)n ·HM (t), we obtain a group isomorphism

τn : KT
0 (An)→ Z[t, t−1].

Moreover, KT
0 (An) is freely generated by

[
S(q)

]
, for q ∈ Z, and τn

(
S(q)

)
= t−q for every q ∈ Z.

Proof. It is a consequence of Hilbert’s Syzygy Theorem that KT
0 (An) is generated by

[
S(q)

]
,

for q ∈ Z. On the other hand, a basic computation gives

(13) HS(q)(t) = t−q ·HS(t) =
t−q

(1− t)n
.

In particular, we see that the Laurent polynomials (1 − t)n · HS(q)(t), for q ∈ Z, satisfy no
linear relations over Z. This implies that the isomorphism classes of the S(q), with q ∈ Z, give
a basis of KT

0 (An). The first assertion in the proposition is now clear as well. �

Remark 5.2. Consider a linear embedding j : Am ↪→ An. Note that this is T -equivariant, hence
we have a push-forward homomorphism j∗ : KT

0 (Am)→ KT
0 (An). It follows from the definition

of the isomorphism in Proposition 5.1 that we have a commutative diagram

KT
0 (Am)

τm

��

j∗ // KT
0 (An)

τn

��
Z[t, t−1]

(1−t)n−m

// Z[t, t−1],
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in which the bottom horizontal map is given by multiplication with (1− t)n−m.

Example 5.3. If H is a linear subspace of Cn of dimension m, then via the isomorphism in
Proposition 5.1, [OH ] ∈ KT

0 (An) corresponds to (1− t)n−m.

From now on, we will tacitly use the identification of KT
0 (An) with Z[t, t−1] provided by

Proposition 5.1 and the corresponding identification of KT
0 (An)((y)) with Z[t, t−1]((y)).

Remark 5.4. Note that the canonical group homomorphism

K0
T (An)→ KT

0 (An)

is an isomorphism (this holds, more generally, on smooth quasi-projective varieties, but in our
case it follows easily from Proposition 5.1, since the classes of S(q), for q ∈ Z, also generate
K0
T (An) by Hilbert’s Syzygy Theorem).
In particular, we see that KT

0 (An) has a ring structure. The advantage of using the isomor-
phism τn in Proposition 5.1, as opposed to the one given by the Hilbert series, is that τn is a
ring isomorphism. In order to check this, it is enough to note that

τn
(
[S(p)] · [S(q)]

)
= τn

(
[S(p+ q)]

)
= t−p−q = t−p · t−q = τn

(
[S(p)]

)
· τn
(
[S(q)]

)
.

Example 5.5. Let’s compute the image of sy(TAn) via τn. Note that TAn is the sheaf associated
to S(1)⊕n, hence it follows from formula (3) that

sy(TAn) = sy
(
S(1)

)n
.

On the other hand, since
[
S(1)

]
= t−1, we have

sy
(
S(1)

)
=
∑
i≥0

(−1)it−iyi =
1

1 + t−1y
.

We thus conclude that

sy(TAn) =
1

(1 + t−1y)n
.

Example 5.6. Arguing as in the previous example, we see that

λy(ΩAn) = λy
(
S(−1)⊕n

)
= λy

(
S(−1)

)n
= (1 + ty)n.

By property (12) in the characterization of the equivariant motivic Chern class, we thus have

mCTy
(
[idAn ]

)
= λy(ΩAn) = (1 + ty)n.

If Λ is a linear subspace of An of dimension m and j : Λ ↪→ X is the inclusion, we deduce using
Remark 5.2 and the fact that the motivic Chern class commutes with proper push-forwards that

mCTy
(
[Λ ↪→ An]

)
= j∗

(
mCTy

(
[idΛ]

))
= (1− t)n−m(1 + ty)m.

Remark 5.7. The involution

ϕ : KT
0 (An)[y, y−1]→ KT

0 (An)[y, y−1]

that appears in Proposition 4.1, can be very easily described via the isomorphism τn. Recall
that in general, if E is the class of an equivariant locally free sheaf, then ϕ maps [E ]ym to
(−1)n[E∨⊗OAn ωAn ]y−m. Since ωAn corresponds to S(−n), this implies that ϕ maps

[
S(−q)

]
ym

to (−1)n
[
S(q − n)

]
y−m. In other words, ϕ is the additive involution on Z[t±1, y±1] that maps

each P (t, y) to (−1)ntn · P (t−1, y−1).
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6. The case of hyperplane arrangements

Let V be an n-dimensional complex vector space that we identify with An. We consider a
hyperplane arrangement A in V ; this is a collection of distinct hyperplanes in V . We always
assume that A is central, that is, all hyperplanes pass through the origin. Let d be the number of
hyperplanes in A and put DA =

∑
H∈AH, hence DA is a reduced effective divisor. Moreover, it

is clear that DA is T -invariant with respect to the standard action of T = C∗ on V . We denote
by UA the complement of the support of DA in V .

We begin by briefly recalling some basic invariants attached to A. For details, we refer to
[OT92]. The intersection lattice L(A) consists of all intersections of hyperplanes in A, ordered
by reverse inclusion. Note that this has a unique minimal element, namely V . The Möbius
function of L(A) is the function µ : L(A)×L(A)→ Z characterized by the following properties:

i) µ(W,W ) = 1 for every W ∈ L(A).
ii) If W1 < W2, then

∑
W1≤Z≤W2

µ(W1, Z) = 0.

iii) If W1 6≤W2, then µ(W1,W2) = 0.

For every W ∈ L(A), we put µ(W ) := µ(V,W ) ∈ Z.
The Poincaré polynomial of A is

π(A, x) =
∑

W∈L(A)

µ(W )(−x)codim(W,V ) ∈ Z[x].

This is a fundamental invariant of A (for example, it is equal to the Poincaré polynomial of
UA, see [OT92, Theorem 5.93]). It is sometimes convenient to also consider the characteristic
polynomial of A, given by

(14) χ(A, x) := xn · π(A,−x−1).

We will make use of the following property, known as Deletion-Restriction, which allows
computing the characteristic polynomial by induction on the number of hyperplanes in A. If H0

is a hyperplane in A, then we consider the arrangement A′ in V consisting of all hyperplanes in
A different from H0 and the arrangement A′′ in H0 consisting of all distinct H0∩H, for H ∈ A′.
The Deletion-Restriction property of the characteristic polynomial says that, with this notation,
we have

(15) π(A, x) = π(A′, x) + x · π(A′′, x)

(see [OT92, Theorem 2.56]).

Example 6.1. If V = Cn and A is the union of d ≤ n hyperplanes in general position (that is,
such that the sum of the hyperplanes has simple normal crossings), then it is easy to see that

π(A, x) = (1 + x)d

(see [OT92, Proposition 2.44] for the formula for the Möbius function in this case).

Our first goal is to compute the class of UA ↪→ V in KT
0 (Var/V ).

Proposition 6.2. If ηV ∈ KT
0 (Var/V ) is the class of a hyperplane in V , then

[UA ↪→ V ] = π(A,−ηV ).

Similar results have appeared before in the literature: for example, Aluffi showed in [Alu13,
Theorem 1.1] that the class of UA in K0(Var/C) is equal to χ(A,L), where L is the class of A1

in K0(Var/C). Note that this is compatible with the formula in the above proposition, since
ηiV ∈ KT

0 (Var/V ) maps to Ln−i in K0(Var/C).
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The proof in loc. cit. proceeds by making use of the definition of the characteristic polynomial
and general properties of the Möbius function. The same argument would work in our setting,
but we proceed differently, by making use of the Deletion-Restriction formula.

Proof of Proposition 6.2. It follows from the definition of the product in KT
0 (Var/V ) that if W is

a linear subspace of V , of codimension r, then [W ↪→ V ] = ηrV ∈ KT
0 (Var/V ). This immediately

implies that if H0 is a hyperplane in V and ι : H0 ↪→ V is the inclusion, then

(16) ι∗(η
m
H0

) = ηm+1
V for every m ≥ 0,

where ηH0 ∈ KT
0 (Var/H0) is the class of a hyperplane in H0.

We prove the assertion in the proposition by induction on the number d of hyperplanes in
A. If d = 1, then it follows immediately from the definition of the Poincaré polynomial that
π(A, x) = 1 + x and

[UA ↪→ V ] = 1− ηV = π(A,−ηV ).

For the induction step, choose a hyperplane H0 in A and let A′ and A′′ be the hyperplane
arrangements defined from A and H0, which appear in the Deletion-Restriction formula. It is
clear that we have UA ⊆ UA′ and

UA′ r UA = UA′′ .

We thus conclude that

[UA ↪→ V ] = [UA′ ↪→ V ]− ι∗
(
[UA′′ ↪→ H0]

)
.

Using the induction hypothesis and formula (16), we obtain

[UA ↪→ V ] = π(A′,−ηV )− ι∗
(
π(A′′,−ηH0)

)
= π(A′,−ηV )− ηV · π(A′′,−ηV ) = π(A,−ηV ),

where the last equality follows from the Deletion-Restriction formula (15). This completes the
proof of the proposition. �

In order to give the formula for the equivariant motivic Chern class of UA, it is more convenient
to use the characteristic polynomial of A.

Corollary 6.3. Via the isomorphism τn in Proposition 5.1, the equivariant motivic Chern class
mCTy

(
[UA ↪→ V ]

)
∈ KT

0 (V )[y] corresponds to (1− t)n · χ
(
A, (1 + ty)/(1− t)

)
.

Proof. For every i ≥ 0, we see that ηiV ∈ KT
0 (Var/V ) is the class [Λi ↪→ V ], where Λi is a linear

subspace of V of codimension i. It follows that the equivariant motivic Chern class maps ηiV to
the element in KT

0 (Var/V ) that corresponds to (1− t)i(1 + ty)n−i via τn (see Example 5.6). If
the characteristic polynomial of A is χ(A, x) =

∑n
i=0 aix

n−i, then

π(A, x) = (−1)n
n∑
i=0

(−1)n−iaix
i.

By Proposition 6.2, we see that

[UA ↪→ V ] =

n∑
i=0

aiη
i
V .

It follows that the equivariant motivic Chern class maps this to the element of KT
0 (Var/V ) that,

via τn, corresponds to
n∑
i=0

ai(1− t)i(1 + ty)n−i = (1− t)n · χ
(
A, (1 + ty)/(1− t)

)
.

�
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Remark 6.4. After a first version of this article was made public, we became aware of a re-
cent result of Liao, giving a similar formula for the motivic Chern class of P(UA) → P(V ),
where P(UA) is the complement of the corresponding projective hyperplane arrangement in the
projective space P(V ) of lines in V (see [Lia19, Theorem 5.2]).

We can now prove the formula for the generating function of the Hilbert series of the Hodge
ideals of DA, stated in the Introduction.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We use the formula in Theorem 4.3 and make explicit the terms in that
formula via the isomorphism τn in Proposition 5.1. Recall that by definition, for every graded
S-module M , we have

HM (t) =
1

(1− t)n
τn
(
[M ]

)
.

It follows that the formula in the statement of the theorem holds if we show, identifying KT
0 (V )

to Z[t, t−1] via τn, that∑
p≥0

[
Ip(DA)]yp =

td

(1− tdy)
· π
(
A, (1− t)/t(1− td−1y)

)
.

We put S = Sym•(V ), with the standard grading. Since A consists of d hyperplanes, we have

a :=
[
OV (−DA)

]
=
[
S(−d)

]
= td.

This implies that

(17) (1− ay)−1 = (1− tdy)−1.

Note also that

(18) [ω−1
V ] =

[
S(n)

]
= t−n.

We have seen in Example 5.5 that

sy(TV ) =
1

(1 + t−1y)n
,

hence

(19) s−ay(TV ) =
1

(1− td−1y)n
.

Finally, we need to compute ϕ
(
mCT−a−1y−1(UA ↪→ V )

)
. Note first that Corollary 6.3 gives

mCTy (UA ↪→ V ) = (1− t)nχ
(
A, (1 + ty)/(1− t)

)
,

and thus

mCT−a−1y−1(UA ↪→ V ) = (1− t)nχ
(
A, (1− t−(d−1)y−1)/(1− t)

)
.

Using the description of ϕ in Remark 5.7, we obtain

ϕ
(
mCT−a−1y−1(UA ↪→ V )

)
= (−1)ntn(1− t−1)n · χ

(
A, (1− td−1y)/(1− t−1)

)
= (1− t)n · χ

(
A, t(1− td−1y)/(t− 1)

)
= (−1)ntn(1− td−1y)n · π

(
A, (1− t)/t(1− td−1y)

)
,

where the last equality follows from (14). We thus conclude using (17), (18), (19), and Theo-
rem 4.3 that ∑

p≥0

[
Ip(DA)

]
yp =

td

(1− tdy)
· π
(
A, (1− t)/t(1− td−1y)

)
.

This completes the proof of the theorem. �
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Proof of Corollary 1.2. Recall that the first Hodge ideal I0(DA) can be identified with the mul-
tiplier ideal I

(
(1− ε)DA

)
, for 0 < ε � 1 (see [MP19b, Proposition 10.1]). By making y = 0 in

Theorem 1.1, we obtain the assertion in the corollary. �

7. An example: simple normal crossing arrangements

If A consists of d ≤ n linear hyperplanes in V = Cn in general position, then it follows from
Example 6.1 and Theorem 1.1 that

(20)
∑
k≥0

HIk(DA)(t)y
k =

(1− tdy)d−1

(1− t)n(1− td−1y)d
.

In this section we give a direct computation of the Hilbert functions of the ideals Ik(DA)
in this case, using the explicit description of these ideals, and recover the formula in (20).
After a suitable linear change of coordinates, we may assume that DA is the divisor defined by

f =
∏d
i=1 xi.

Recall that in this case, the Hodge filtration is given by

FpOV (∗DA) = FpDV · OV (DA).

This implies that FpOV (∗DA) is generated over S = C[x1, . . . , xn] by the Laurent monomials

xa11 · · ·x
ad
d , with ai ≤ −1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ d and

∑d
i=1 ai ≥ −(d + p) (see [MP19b, Section 8]). It is

then easy to see that FpOV (∗DA) has a basis over C given by the Laureant monomials xb11 · · ·xbnn
that satisfy

(21)

d∑
i=1

min{bi,−1} ≥ −(d+ p) and bi ≥ 0 for i > d.

Since FpOV (∗DA) is Zn-graded, with respect to the standard Zn-grading on the ring
C[x1, . . . , xn], it is convenient to first compute

Hp(t1, . . . , tn) :=
∑

(b1,...,bn)

tb11 · · · tbnn ,

where (b1, . . . , bn) runs over the tuples that satisfy (21). It is then clear that Hp(t, . . . , t) is the
Hilbert series of FpOV (∗DA).

We write Hp =
∑
J H

J
p , where J varies over all subsets of {1, . . . , d}, and where HJ

p is the
sum of all monomials in Hp that correspond to those (b1, . . . , bn) such that bi < 0 if and only if
i ∈ J . Note that if (b1, . . . , bn) satisfies this condition, then it also satisfies (21) if and only if∑
i∈J bi ≥ −p− |J |. We thus obtain

Hp(t1, . . . , tn) =

d∑
q=0

∑
|J|=q

∏
i 6∈J

1

1− ti
·

∏
∑

i∈J bi≥−p−q

∏
i∈J

tbii

 .

Given J with |J | = q and (bi)i∈J , if we write bi = −1 − γi, the conditions bi < 0 for all
i ∈ J and

∑
i∈J bi ≥ −p − q are equivalent to γi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ J and

∑
i∈J γi ≤ p. Note

that we have
(
m+q−1
m

)
such tuples with

∑
i∈J γi = m ≤ p and for every such (γi)i∈J , we have∑

i∈J bi = −q −m. Since we have
(
d
q

)
subsets of {1, . . . , d} with q elements, we obtain

HFpOV (∗DA)(t) = Hp(t, . . . , t) =

d∑
q=0

(
d

q

)
1

(1− t)n−q
·

p∑
m=0

(
m+ q − 1

m

)
t−q−m.
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We can now compute the generating function∑
p≥0

HFpOV (∗DA)(t)y
p =

∑
p≥0

d∑
q=0

(
d

q

)
1

(1− t)n−q
·

p∑
m=0

(
m+ q − 1

m

)
t−q−myp.

In order to do this, let us write∑
p≥0

p∑
m=0

(
m+ q − 1

m

)
t−q−myp =

∑
m≥0

∑
p≥m

(
m+ q − 1

m

)
t−q−myp

=
1

(1− y)
·
∑
m≥0

(
m+ q − 1

m

)
t−q−mym =

t−q

(1− y)(1− t−1y)q
.

We thus see that∑
p≥0

HFpOV (∗DA)(t)y
p =

d∑
q=0

(
d

q

)
t−q

(1− t)n−q(1− y)(1− t−1y)q

=
1

(1− t)n−d(1− y)

(
t−1

1− t−1y
+

1

(1− t)

)d
=

t−d(1− y)d−1

(1− t)n(1− t−1y)d
.

Since

FpOV (∗DA) ' Ip(DA)⊗OV
OV
(
(p+ 1)DA

)
' Ip(DA)⊗OV

OV
(
d(p+ 1)

)
,

it follows that

HIp(DA)(t) = td(p+1) ·HFpOV (∗DA)(t).

We conclude that∑
p≥0

HIp(DA)(t)y
p = td ·

∑
p≥0

HFpOV (∗DA)(t)(t
dy)p =

(1− tdy)d−1

(1− t)n(1− td−1y)d
.

We thus recover the formula in (20).
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